
R3 Zone Director
Principals Meeting
October g, 20r9

1:OO - 3:lO

) Welcome/Celebrations...... Dr. Jackson

F Snap Throughs/Awards.......... Dr. Jackson

) Clusters & Common Planning Time . Lori Bertrand

> ELA Observations & Feedback......... Mrs. Gonzalez & Ms. Domain

> TAP Ta1k............. Jill & Jesse

F Building Leadership.......... Mr. Baynes & Mr. Guillory

) Something of Significance.......... Mrs. Johnson & Mr. Steward

) Sharing Success Roundtable...... Principals Discussion



lmplementation:
Parent lnvolvement in School lmprovement Plans

lnthe2019regularsession,theLegislature-for
school systems relative to parent involvement in school improvement plans. School systems
are required to take two actions:

1. Present the 2019-2020 approved school improvement plans to families within 60 days
of the start of the school year. A draft presentation which school systems may adapt is
,,r.," r.i.r.i;ir . As required by law, the Department wil! report to the Legislature on each
school's compliance by March 1. School systems must report their meeting dates to the
Department using {lrr: r,,r ti.:..'y' by December 1.

2. Consult with parents when developing school improvement plans within the Super App
for 2O2O-2O2L.

totetsiarta Bc[icves Please contact drlyitl!-Uppell@]-qf9y with questions. 11
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School Support lnstitutes
Observation and Feedback Pathway

Day 1: Observing and Providing Targeted Feedback in ELA

Session 1: Vision of Excellence

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1_Grades 6_12
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Create a list of the 3 most critical things you look for when you observe an ELA ctassroom
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Grade 7 Unit: "The Giver"
Unit goal: Students read dystopian literature and related informational texts to understand
how individual perspectives are shaped by knowledge and memory and to determine whether
perfection is worth the sacrifice. Students express their understanding by analyzing how a

theme is developed through characters and their contrasting points of view and also comparing
and contrasting the themes of similar texts.

Lesson Sequence at a Glance

Students will begin to read chapter I of The Giver, determine word meanings and
their connotations, and analyze the text's setting. This lesson provides some context
and fodder for the following lesson, in which students will be introduced to the unit
essential question.

Students will finish chapter L of The Giver, and analyze character interactions to
draw conclusions about Jonas' community/ the text's setting.
students will paraphrase the meaning of the Preamble to the United states
Constitution, analyze the purpose of phrases within the text, and make connections
between the values of Jonas' society and our own.
Students will begin chapter 2 of The Giver, and analyze character interactions to
draw conclusions about Jonas' community/ the text's setting and Jonas' perspective
about his community.
Students will reread a section of chapter 3, define words in context, and draw
conclusions about what Jonas' reveals about him and his community.
Students will reread a section of chapter 4 to examine the way being "released" is
portrayed in the text, identify and examine other references of people being
"released," and begin to make inferences about what it might mean/ how it is seen
in both positive and negative ways.

Students will read chapter 8 and analyze the way in which ionas is characterized in
that are similar to and different from his community.

Students will read chapter 9 and continue to analyze Jonas' characterization and
how his perceptiOn ofthe cornmunity begins tO change.

Students will read chapter 11 and analyze the way in which Jonas is characterized in
ways that are similar to and different from his communitv.
Students will read an excerpt from chapter L2 and discuss how.lonasnercffin of
his community continues to change as Lre receives more memories from The Giver.
StudentsreadanexcerptfromTheHungerGames,a
ideas and themes lo The Giver, and answer questions to demonstrate understanding
of the text.
Studentswillcompareandcontrastthetextandfilm,.'@
in The Hunger Gomes by analyzing the effects of each medium. students will also
connect ideas across texts by anaryzing how The Reapin g in The Hunger Games andThe ceremony of Twelves in The Giver limit personal choice and freedom.

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1_Grades 6_12
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Classroom Transcript #1: Mrs. Boudreaux

Ms. Boudreaux: What does ionas' conversation with his parents reveal about how decisions are
made within their community?

Claudia: We learn that the community is really fair in how they make their decisions.

Ms. Boudreaux: Tell me more about that. What in the text tells you that the community is fair?

claudia: umm...the text says that "There was talk about changing the rule and giving the bicycles
at an earlier age. A committee was studying the idea."

Ms. Boudreaux: And why does that tell you the community is fair in how they make decisions?

Claudia: Because it makes it sound like they actually listen to what people want and they come
together as a group to decide if they should change the rule. They have a fair process for making
their decisions.

Ms. Boudreaux: Do we agree or disagree with Claudia's inference that the community is fair in
how they make decisions?

A few students dgree ond most students disogree.

Ms. Boudreaux: Aiden, tell us why you disagree.

Aiden: I don't think it tells us the community is fair because it's crazy that they have a rule about
how old you need to be before you can ride a bike anyway. lt seems like they have a lot of rules
that don't make sense.

Ms. Boudreaux: You raise an interesting point, Aiden and I want to push a little bit further on
something you just said. "They have a lot of rules". You gave an example of the rule about
bicycles. What else do we learn about these rules that the community has?

Severol students woive their honds.

Ms. Boudreaux: Everyone go back into the text and turn and talk with a partner: What else do we
learn about these rules that the community has?

students go bock into the text with their portner. Ms. Boudreoux circulates around the room to
listen to conversotions, then colls on o student to shore with the group.

Alyssa: The community doesn't rea[y have any say in the rures and they can,t rea[y change them.

Ms. Boudreaux: How do we know that?

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1_Grades 6-12
一／
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Henry: lt says, "When something went to a committee for study, the people always joked about

it. They said that the committee members would become Elders by the time the rule change was

made. Rules were very hard to change."

Ms. Boudreaux: Hmmm, so maybe everything isn't so fair after all. Let's keep building on this

idea. Now we know the rules are difficult to change and that not everyone agrees with the rules.

Alyssa said "the community doesn't really have a say in the rules." What other examples do we

see of people "not having a say" in how things are done? Everyone take the next three minutes to

turn and talk with a partner.

Students turn and tolk with o partner and go back into the text. Ms. Boudreaux circulates to

listen to student discussions ond selects three pairs to shore their ideos with the whole group.

Bosed on this conversation, Ms. Boudreaux odds the ideos students shore to the onchor chort she

hos been building:

Ms. Boudreaux: So you alljust added a few really important examples to our chart.

Ms. Boudreaux reviews the last three bullets students added to the chart:
. Children are assigned to families
o Children are named by someone else (families can't choose)

o People don't choose their jobs - they are assigned roles by the Elders

Ms. Boudreaux: Let's bring it all together now. What do these examples tell us about Jonas'

community and how they make decisions?

Callie: lt tells us that people aren't really free in this community. A lot of decisions are made for

them, like big decisions about their lives that really shouldn't be for anyone else to decide.

Ms. Boudreaux continues probing students to buitd on this idea and then completes the bottom

port of their onchor chart. students follow along by adding to the chort in their own notes'

What does Jonas' conversation with his parents reveal about how decisions are made within
their communitY?

o Not everyone agrees with the rules
o Rules are hard to change
. Children are assigned to families
o Children are named by someone else (families can't choose)

o People don't choose their jobs - they are assigned roles by the Elders

This tells us...

observationandFeedbackPathwayDayl-Grades6-12
8
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Mr. Moreau: Sam, can you re-state what Angelique and Lydia just said in your own words?

Sam: They are saying that the Elders make good decisions for the community and that the people
trust the Elders to make smart decisions.

Mr. Moreau: That's exactly right. Did anybody else find any other interesting evidence from the
text during Jonas' conversation with his parents?

Daniel: Bottom of page 8. lt says, "every December was exciting to me when I was young. And it
has been for you and Lily, too, I'm sure. Each December brings such changes."

Mr. Moreau: lnteresting, Daniel, Everyone take a moment to discuss in your groups - what does
this evidence that Danieljust pointed out tell us about the community?

Students discuss with their table groups. Mr. Moreau circulates to listen to student discussions
ond identifies a few groups to share out with the whole closs their interpretotion of Doniel's quote
from the text.

Kelly: lt tells us that the community gets excited about the decisions they make at the
ceremonies. ln the next paragraph it also says 'The Ceremony for the Ones was always noisy and
fu n."

Mr. Moreau: Great! So we see evidence that the decision-making ceremonies are fun. Anything
else to add to our evidence chart before we move on?

Students review the evidence chort Mr. Moreou has been recording throughout the discussion:

Evidence from the text
"lt was a secret selection, made by the leaders of the
community, the Committee of Elders, who took the
responsibility so seriously that there were never even any
jokes made about Assignments."

People take decisions very
seriously

"The Elders know Asher," his mother said. "They,ll find
exactly the right Assignment for him. I don't think you need
to worry about him." And right before that it says ,,The Elders
are so careful in their observations and selections.,,

The Elders make good decisions

"every December was exciting to me when I was young. And
it has been for you and Lily, too, l,m sure. Each December
brings such changes."

Ceremonies are fun

"They were happy for me, that my Affi
wanted most. I felt very fortunate." His father smiled.

People get what they want

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1_Grades 6_12
10
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Classroom Transcript #2: Mr. Moreau

Mr. Moreau: What does Jonas' conversation with his parents reveal about how decisions are

made within their community?

Only o hondful of students roise their honds.

Mr. Moreau: Everyone go back into the text - what does Jonas' conversation with his parents

reveal about how decisions are made within their community?

Students ftip bock through the poges they just reod. Mr. Moreou uses his equity sticks to cold call

on o student.

Nikki: Umm...the text tells us that people take the decisions seriously'

Mr. Moreau: How do you know that? What specifically does the text say?

Several students wove their hands in the oir. Mr. Moreou signals t'or students to lower their honds

ond provide woit time to Nikki.

Nikki: On page 14 it says, "lt was a secret selection, made by the leaders of the community, the

Committee of Elders, who took the responsibility so seriously that there were never even any

jokes made about Assignments."

Mr. Moreau: Ok, great. I like how you told us exactly where to go on the page. That shows me

that you are using evidence straight from the text to back up your claim. And so the author is

telling us that people take the decisions really serious. what else does the text tell us?

Angelique: The text tells us that the Elders make good decisions for the community.

Mr, Moreau: How do you know? What's your evidence?

Angelique: Umm....

Mr, Moreau: Everyone go back into the text and turn and talk with a partner - what evidence

from the text supports Angelique's idea that the Elders make good decisions for the community?

students go bock into the text ond discuss with their portners. severol students shoot their honds

in the aiiand start waving their arms. Mr. Moreou selects one ot' his equity sticks to cold coll a

student.

Lydia: Because at the top of page 10 it says "The Elders know Asher," his mother said' "Thev'll find

exactly the right Assignment foi him. I don,t think you need to worry about him." And right before

that it says "The Elders are so careful in their observations and selections "

Observation and Feedback Pathway Day'1-Grades 6-12
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VVhttt does Jonas'conversation、 訂ith llis Parents rcv奪 轟:

abo職驚ho、v ttさcisions are lllade、だithin their collllnuttity?

Ciなe text evidence to stlpport yoLIF reSpOnsc.

Let's Discuss!
Teaching Notes

Suggested Pacing: -5 minutes

Directions:
o Direct pairs to select a partner A and B.

. Establish norms for the partner work and explain that students will be held
accountable for their learning by participating in the whole-class discussion.

. Give students L minute to develop their answer and locate evidence.
o Then direct partner A to begin the discussion by answering the question on

the slide: "What does Jonas' conversation with his parents reveal about how
decisions are made within their community? Cite text evidence to support
your response."

. Allow L minute for partner A to share.
o Then direct partner B to respond and share for l_ minute.
o Prompt students to use the conversation stems learning tool during the

discussion.

' Conclude the discussion by conducting a whole-class discussion in response to
the question on the slide

o Ask: "What does Jonas' conversation with his parents reveal about

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1_Grades 6_12
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how decisions are made within their community? Cite text evidence

to suPport Your resPonse."

Possible Supports During the Lesson:
o lf students are not providing answers similar to Student Look-Fors

o Ask, "What do Jonas' memories about Lily's naming reflect about his

views on how families are formed in his community? Why?"

o Ask, "What do Jonas' questions reflect about his feelings re: the
Ceremony of Twelve? Why is he nervous?"

o Ask, "How do his parents respond/react to his questions? What does

this suggest about their views on how decisions in the community are

made?"
. lf students are learning English as a new language, allow pairs to collaborate

in their home language as they participate in the whole-class discussion in

English.

Student Look-Fors:
. ln discussion, students should note the following ideas:

o Jonas' conversation with his parents shows that individuals in his

community do not have the freedom to choose things for themselves.

For example, children are assigned to families, which is demonstrated
by Jonas' reflections on when Lily was given to his family. Her name

was also chosen by the community elders during the naming

ceremony. ln addition, individuals do not have the freedom to choose

what jobs they will perform; instead, they are assigned a particular

role in the community by the elders. The conversation also shows that
Jonas community is organized and thrives on order and rules. Jonas

reflects on how rules are difficult to change in the community, which

suggests that the community values order above choice.

Observation and Feedback Pathway Day 1-Grades 6-12 12
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Let's Express Our Understanding!
Teaching Notes

Suggested Pacing: - 7 minutes

Directions:
. Direct students to follow the directions on the slide.
. lf students have additional time, they can begin reading chapter 3

independently.

Possible Supports During the Lesson:
o As needed, prompt students to refer back to split-page notes handout and the

text to support them in describing how Jonas appears to feel about his
community.

. Use this time to work individually with students or pull together small groups
of students to conduct a writing or grammar mini-lesson. This can also be
done as a whole class if additional writing support is needed for all students.
Choose an approach that matches the level of support your students need.
Possible approaches for mini-lessons:

o Engage in shared writing
o Model using student examples or mentor texts

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1 Grades 6_12
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o   Revise a portion of writing together focused on a specific skill

o Consultthe ELA Cuidebook Grammar Guide and the WriteAlong

lessons to target a sk‖ l or concept.

●  As needed′ have students work in pairs/small grOups to complete the task.

o   Students rnay continue to work with their partners from the lesson.

●   As needed′ display or prolect the evidence sentence starters learning tool and

model how to usein―text citations.

Student Look‐ Fors:

●   See the completed sp‖ t― page notes handout for Section 2.

Observation and Feedback Pathway Day 1-Grades 6-12 14
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Completed Split Notes

Keywords/Quotations Notes

L. Describe Jonas' memory of
Lily joining his family unit.
How did he feel prior to and

during the ceremony?

2. Read the lines from chapter
2 of the text below. What
do they reveal about Jonas'

community?

"Jonas nodded. During the
past year he had been
aware of the increasing level
of observations. ln school,
at recreation time, and
during volunteer hours, he
had noticed the Elders
watching him and the other
Elevens. He had seen them
taking notes. He knew, too,
that the Elders were
meeting for long hours with
all of the instructors that he
and the other Elevens had
had during their years of
school."

What do Jonas'questions to
his father suggest about his
feelings about the upcoming
ceremony?

3.

Jonas remembers feeling excited before Lily joined the family. He shares his

memory of climbing to the stage with his parents on the day of the naming

ceremony so that they could get the girl child that was to be placed with their
family. He also remembers his father being delighted when he heard that "New
Child 23" would be placed with his family and that her name would be Lily.

The lines from the text reveal that the people in Jonas' community are always being
watched and considered by the elders. lt appears as though the Elders make

decisions for the community members based on their observations of them.

Jonas questions suggest that he is very nervous and fearfulthat he will be assigned
something he does not like. He also feels uncertain of his assignment because he
has not demonstrated a clear strength or interest in any particular area, so he feels
as though he may be assigned to anything.

Grade 7:The Giver

Observation and Feedback pathway Day 1_Grades 6_12
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How does Jonas feel about his community and how it operates? Cite at least two pieces of evidence from the text to

support your answer.

Based on chapter 2, Jonas generally has positive feelings for his community and how it operates. For example, he

remembers Lily being assigned to his family with fondness and does not seem to question or wonder why children must

be assigned to families. ln addition, while he expresses nervousness over his assignment, he does not express a desire to

make the decision for himself or question whether the elders should be able to decide everyone's assignment, This

suggests that he generally feels good about how the community operates.

Grade 7: The Giver

Observation and Feedback Pathway Day 1-Grades 6-12 16


